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Lobos Drop Games; Sophs Dominate
Utes lead Conference Arizono Baseball
_The UNM fresh~an golf team
lost to the Los Altos gol:f association in a dual meet Saturday &t
the Los Altos course.
Frosh Mike Goodart, Roswell
City champion who played his
high school golf at the New Mexico Military Institute took medalist honors with a one-under-par

Chambers also brought down 17
By PAUL COUEY
LOBQ• Sports Editor
t•ebounds. The Utes out-rebounded
New Mexico dropped further New Mexico, 55-44 (including
into the depths of the Western team rebounds). Daniels led the
Athletic Conference cellar last Lobos with 10.
weekend by losing two games to
New Mexico's over-all record
BYU, 89-60, and Utah, 97-85.
The loss against BYU was· one is 14-8, The Lobos talce on two
of the worst defeats ever suffered more Western Athletic foes this
by a King-coached team. The loss Friday and Saturday to close out
to Utah on Saturday night as- the season when A1•izona and Ari71.
·
sured the Utes of at least a tie zon~J. State travel here.
l'IEW MEXICO
fc,a ft·a .. b pi lp
While the frosh were playing for the championship with AriHoover
1-3. 11-0 l! 1 2
zona. The R<adskins have a '7-2
Morgan
3·5
0-0 5 4 6
at Los Altos another freshman record with only one game reDaniels
10·23 5-8 10 3 25
Monro•
111-19
3-5
1 3 23
was tying the course record at maining, that being with BrigPatterson
111-23 3-:1· 9 4 23
Johnston
1<3
3<3 2 5 5
the San Mateo Golf Center. Lobo ham Young at Provo this week.
Howard
0.1
1-z 2 1 1
Rose
0-0
0.0
0 0 0
sportswriter Nooley Reinhardt
Arizona Has a Chance
team
7
Tolals
35-'1'1 lS.%1 44 U 85
Arizona (5-3) remained mathefired a four-under-par 24 SaturUTA!{
f~·a fl•a reb pi tp
matically
in
contention
with
a
Fisher
li-13
1-1 7 % 11
day on the par 28 course to tie
MacKay
b-14
11-1 7 2 I6
91-80
victory
over
Arizona
State
Cbamben
11·21 B·ll 17 4 30
the course record.
University at Tempe. The WildTate
3-5
3·6 2 0 9
J•ckson
9-16 2-3 1 3 20
cats remaining games are on the
Late
1·3
1·1 2 1 3
The varsity golfers did not see r6ad with New Mexico and WyoOckel
,
3-3
1·f 3 2 7
Cunnln£ham
0<3
1·2 3 o 1
action over the weekend, but went ming furnishing the opposition.
Black
0·2
0.1 2 1 0
Day
0-0
0.1 o o o
Utah would have to lose at
to Socorro to practice for the New
team
5
BYU
and
Arizona
would
have
to
Mexico Intercollegiate tourney
4G·80 1148 5S 15 M
Totals
New Meslee __..,.._ ..._
'4! 43-85
win both games on the road to
coming up this weekend.
Utah - - - - - . . . .
5S 42-97
capture a tie for the championAttenaonce - 5388
The University of Arizona re- ship. If this happened, a represen,NEW MEXICO
f«~a
mained, at least mathematically, tative body of the WAC athletic
fl·a reb. pf fp
Morgan
- - 4-7
3·74111
in the race for the Western Ath- commission would chose a team to
Monroe
3·11 0.1 5 5
6
represent
the
conference
in
the
5-69215
Daniels
5-21
letic Conference basketball title
Johnston
- - 5-7
2-32512
Saturday night by defeating .Ari- NCAA playoffs.
Hoover- - - - 0-7
0.1. 1 3
0
~ Patterson
5-13
stayed
close
to
the
The
Lobos
1·34411
zona State 90-80.
Howard
1-2
1·1
0
0
3
Brighams in the first half. But
Rose
1-4
11-030
2
.
ourwltz
- · - o.o
0-000
0
with just over six minutes remainDupree
0·1
0
.
1
1
1
0
In other WAC action Saturday ing, the Cougars out-shot UNM
Sponho!lz
- - - 0-0
01 0 0
0
team
night Brigham Young defeated 24-2, taking a 56-39 halftime lead.
lP
Totals
_
.•...J4-'13 12-24 39 21 so
Wyoming (both of whom are out BYU hit 63 per cent in that half.
BRIGHAM 'I'Ot'!iG
fJ:·Il ft.a reb, Pf lp
of the WAC race) 98-90.
The Cougars out-rebounded
Roberts · - - - 5-8
7·7 5 4 17
Kramer
---10·13 3-4 9 4 23
Lob!ls Out Rebounded
The UNM swimming and wrest~:~fka - - 3-6
iis 4-4
~~ 1i1 4~ 10
~.
New
Mexico
56-39
(including
Congdon
ling teams both won dual meets
HUI -..._
- - ..-____
· - · - 2-3
1-3
0-0
Jim..
4·5 3
1 0
3
82
Saturday night at Johnson Gym. team rebounds) to give the Lobos
5
1
o
Raymond
_
0.1
~1
2 1
The gymnasts beat Colorado State one of their worst beatings on the
James _ ........·-··-·· 0·3
~
2
RuUner ---·-- 1<3
0-0 1 0
2
College 161.15-154.50 and the boards this season, Jim Eakins,
Schouten - - - 0-0
0-0 o 1
r
the big 6-11 center for Brigham
team
12 ~
wrestlers won 20-16.
Totals
..
31.0 %7•32 S6 23 I!
Young,
brought
down
13.
Mel
Marty Lyman continued in his
New
Mesleo
-···-·---··--29 35-8!
31Brlrhoht
YoWir
............. _ , _ 54
winning ways pinning his man Daniels had nine for the Lobos.
Attendance ..,. 1D.234
Daniels had one of his coldest
after putting on his usual exnights
of the year hitting only 5
hibition of poising and visiting·
of
21
from
the field. He had 5 of
with the fans.
6
from
the
line, though, and still
In the gymnastics match CSC
dominated the first place positions led Lobo scorers with 15 points.
Steve Kramer and Dick Nemelin many of the events but still
ka
tied for scoring l1onors for
lost out to the Lobo squad that
BYU
with 23 each. Kramer also
had fine showings in the second
brought down nine rebounds.
and third place positions.
Utes Hit 61 Per Cent
The story was a little different
New Mexico's Clarence Robinson is a finalist for the Albuquer- against Utah, at least scoring
que Athletic Club's athlete-of-the- wise. The Runnin' Redskins hit
61 per cent from the field in the
year award.
ADVERTISING RATES:
first
half for a 55 point margin. 4CLASSIFIED
The winner will be announced
line ad., 65c-4 times, $2.00. Insertiona
But
the
Lobos
stayed
relatively
must
be
submitted
by noon on day before
Thursday at the annual banquet
publication to Room 159, Student Publica•
at Western Skies. The other final- close with 44 of their own.
tiona Building. Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102.
New Mexico came out in the
ists are Jim Guymon of Valley
FOR SALE
High School and Zoilo Dominguez second half to out-score Utah, GOOD used furniture made by Dre1<el; 1
bedroom suite. 1 dining room suite. one
nf the University of Albuquerque. 15-3 and close the gap to 58·57.
smaU cabinet. Call R. D. Norman: office,
Robinson is the Lobo track star However, Utah went ahead by 19
277-3205 or home, 25G-6577.
2/23-3/10
who won the national collegiate from that point.
PERSONALS
FLYING-Flying at the cost of oharing
long and triple jumps
Chambers Had 30 Points
expenses (about $5.00 per hour). LEARN
the basics of flight theory and application.
Jerry Chambers led the RedCall Wade Helm, 247-1125.
Kentucky and neighboring Tex- skin attack with 30 points. New
SERVICES
as Western remained the only Mexico got good point production
TYPEWRITER
sales & repair. Special
tWo undefeated college basketball from their inside men as Jim Patrates to UNM students on all ""'-""inea.
teams in the nation with wins terson, Mel Daniels, and Ben MonFree pickup & delivery. E A E Typewriter Service. 2217 Coal SE, phone 243Saturday night.
roe got over 20 points each. Dan0588.
The Miners whipped Colorado iels was high with 25, followed
and creative alteration•
State University '72-55. Kentucky by Monroe and Patterson with PERSONALIZED
and restyling. Sewing and mending. Mn.
Hover, 207 Stanford SE (c!Gse to Univerooat Tennessee '78-64.
23 each.
o

Last year Arizona State's baseball squad was the NCAA Champion. Eight regulars or near regulars from that team signed profe:;sional contracts. Replacing
these men are mostly sophomores.
Coach Bobby Winkles' squad
kicl<ed off the '66 season with a
win over San Fernando · State,
beginning a three-game season,
Swept Series Before
Last year the Sundevils swept
the series from SF State but
could not complete the task this
year. They won the first two and
then lost the second game of Saturday's doubleheader.
Winkles does not see how his
current squad could possibly be
us strong as the '65 version. Gone
are pitche1•s Jim Merrick, Ron
Leu and Alan Schmelz, who had a
combined record of 31-6. Rick
Monday (cf) and Luis Lagunas
(2b) won All-America honors and
Sal Bando (3b) was named Most
Valuable Player· in the College
World Series. Catcher Tony Alesci
was team captain ,and his understudy, Ray Stadler, was probably
the best second string catcher in
the nation, hitting .382.
Potential Is There
"We're young this time," said
Winkles, "but the potential is
there. We'll start a sophomore in
the infield (Jack Lind at 3b) and
one in the outfield (Reggis Jackson, and five of our eight pitchers at·e :;ophomores."
In other baseball action Arizona
!>plit a Saturday doubleheader
with Cal Poly of Pomona. Arizona
took advantage of Cal Pol's errors
in the first game to win the opener
10-5.
Then Cal Poly came back and
won the nightcap 5-0.

WhaYs.Showing?
MONEY TRAP' TAUT, POWERFUL DRAMA OF DETECTIVE
IS DRIVEN TO CRIME BECAUSE OF HIS WIFE'S EXTRAVAGANCE

Shirts and
FORTREL® and cotton

sity), pbone 242-7533.

Anyone who sees Metro-Goldwynabsorbing new drama, "The
Money Trap," isn't going to forget
it in a hurry. For this new Max E.
Youngstein production has some of the
most power!ul characterizations ever
brought to the screen, enacted by Glenn
Ford, Elke Sommer, Rita Hayworth,
Ricardo Montalban and Joseph Cotten.
It's a story that could happen and
probabl~ has happened more tpatt ortce
in real life-that o£ a man driVen to a
crime because of his wife'S extravagance. In this instance, the situatiort is
more tautly dramatic and ironic
bcc;lUSe the man, Joe Baron (Ford),
a homicide detective whose freespending wi!e,, Lisa (Miss Sommer),
puts him in a desperate spot after he ~as
exhausted all means of borrowmg
money.
Mayer'~

The 'Money Trap' is
showing at the
Kimo Theater down.to·wn\ff%2

---
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Jonson Gallery Sets
New Visiting Hours

By LARRY WERNER ·
Colegiate Press Service
WASHINGTON-. "Yankee 6 .0
Home" feelings will become increasjng)y prevalent in Latin
America if. the United States: does
not change its policie~ there, ac· cording to a series of SJ,Jeakers at
a student ·conference on Latin
American. affairs hel?· ·lie;re.
·
Featured speakers at the conference were Sacha Volman, one
of the leaders of the democratie
reform movement "',in Latin
America and a co-founder of the
International Institute for Labor
Research; William P. Rogers, a
Washington attorney who was
"deputy coordinator of tho!:· Alliance
for Progress during the Kennedy
administration; John J. Johnson,
a professor of history at Stanford
University and a consultant on
Latin America for many firms;,
Estaban E. Torres, the InterAmerican Representative for the
United Auto Workers; Dan Kurzman, Latin American correspondent for the Washington Post; and
Frank Mankiewicz, Peace Corps
Regional Director for Latin
America since 1964, and formerly
director of the program in .Peru.
Lose Contact
Sponsored by the U,E. National
Student Association and the Collegiate Council for the United Nations, the lectures were designed
to acquaint students from all over
the country with the problems
faced by Latin America.

Student Discounts
Are Now Available
Details on discounts offered
may be obtained from bull~tin
board outside the office of ASUNM
Vice-president Dick Baker Student Identification Card must be
presented at the time of purchase.

UNM Orchestra
The UNM orchestra will present a program of Beethoven's
Symphony No. '7 and Brahms'
Symphony No. 2 under the direction of Kurt Fredrick on Tuesday, March 1 at 8:15p.m. in the
Fine Arts Foyer. Admission is by
season ticket, student activity card
or $1.50 per ticket, available at
the door.

SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
Central E., Albuquorquo, Now MoKic<of
Phono 242·0096
Your Tex~co Star Dealer

··..

Face Stiff Cuts

From Committee

MJro
®

PE

From dawn to disco'thl~qlle,!
they're really with it ... Permanently pressed 50% Fortrel P.Oil:::
ester and 50% cotton make Mr.
Wrangler your best buddy !rom
early classes to just-one-morefrug at midnight ... and they're
guaranteed for one year's normal
wear.
They stay like new forever. In a
full range of colors and styles.
SEE iiMOI'I 2ol 1 SW
FOR FAMOUS
MR. WRANGLER
SHIRTS & SLACKS
or write

MhroWll'a~mgll<ell"
350FifthAvenue,NewYork,N. Y. 10001

Reform through social developm~nt was seen as an .attempt. to
brmg up-to-date a population
which is becoming increasingly
urbanized yet retains a traditional
Jack of any effort in communitywide action. It is at this lack that
a large part of assistance is being
aimed, for it is necessary to show
people how to exert themselves
as well as teaching them the basic
skill:;; necessary in any industrialized society,
Change Not Effective
This change, however, cannot
be effective in a society in which
teachers despise· their students
and doctors their. patients, teh
speakers argued. Thus, it becomes
necessary to do more than build
a school. There must also be an
education for the. teachers, so that
the old will not be continued. And
it is in this area that ·American
aid meets its greatest problems
simply because those in powe~
cannot cross class lines to begin
the work at hand.
In a population that is reformminded candidates must be reformists to win free elections.
The speakers said that Latins feel
that the U.S. favors any dictatorship which backs it, and will support a government of this type
before one democratically elected
but left-leaning. They argued that
this hinders popualr support for
American policies and noted that
the trend in Latin American governments is running against the
United States.

Governments today, it was felt,
are increasingl_y more responsive
to popular des1re, and when peopie are active things get done.
Thus, they felt, that the U.s.
should take a chance and support
governments sucl1 as Juan Bosch's
in the Dominican Republic rather
than claim that these governmetns are inefficient and unstable.
They pointed out that democracy
guarantees self-government, not
good government.
.
Kept _Ahve
,
Th~ spea~ers ctte~ the stude~ts
role m Latm Ameri~a. a::; a VItal
one. ld~as about pohtwal reform
and soCJa) deyelopment ~axe Jon~
been kept ahve _by L?~m Amer!c~n stud~nts. T~ls pohtwally act!VIS~ att~tude IS enc~u~~ged br, ··
their society. Under this system
student sare exl?e.cted to J?ght as
th~ loyal opposition t? distatorships, and .serve as agltat?rs _for
the revolutiOn yet to come m time
of democracy.
It was, however, noted that the
students expect to achieve their
aims before graduation, ~hich
lea~s to hasty and often VIOlent
act10n.
Student goals tend towards political more than social reform.
In this respect, they are satisfied
only by a reformist, democratic
government. They feel that the
U.S. in its frequent support of
military junta::;, is supporting the
existing order, and this dissatisfaction comes to the fore in the

.

for mof
·Ameri~anismr tl'tf'
speakers sa
~~~
Reg ·. ~..lit...._, \,:

~

·1-1.

~"''mn>f'\\~

It 'Yas, there
• .
ested
that. the U.~. couldrega~n a large
portion. of It~ pop~lar lma~e by
supportn~g fmrly elect~d regimes.
From this base, t~eye ·was but a
shor~ st~p to arnv1ng at a determmation that the e~t~nt ~ our
support for t~ese admimstrattOns,
and the soCial deye!opmen~ and
reform ~:~ccompanymg them, 1s the
~xtent ~fat we_ will not. have ~o
defe~d our mterests m Latm
Amenca.
Student reactions are especially
impm;tant in the light of the fact·.;.:: .•~.
that the population of Latin
American countries is the' youngest in the world. T~is groul? will
tend to look after Its own mterests, which means that government muts be increasingly concerned with providing education
0 na seal~ ~itherto unseen a:nd j_ob
opportumt1es for a population mcreasingly attracted to cities without a proper industrial base.
Industry, as an economic base
is sorely, , lacking, a problem
which Latin Americans have been
gnown to attribute to the presence of American busines giants,
which choke out 40 or 50 smaller
companies. Even so, these companies do not follow their American parents in the use of specialization, which prevents adequate
training of the labor force and • ·
creates a lack of skilled personnel.

0

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

Budget Requests.

Frugging

The mo;;;t frequently stressed
point was tha~ the United ~tate::;
should recogmze tha1t there IS not
"a Red under every .bed" in most
of' these countries. It was suggested· that the non-Communist
left should be recognized as a constructive group.
This group, comJ,~osed mostly of
intelligentsia serves as "idea
brokers.'' As. such they perform
· an indispensible service, according
to the speakers. If the u.s. does
not take note of this, it stands
to lose contact with the power
structure over the long run, they
generally agreed,
Resent Names
The intellectual left, it was
pointed out, would be willing to
sacrifice some of its ideas in exchange for recognition of Latin
America as something other than
a monolithic entity, Most of the
countries being called "underdeveloped" in light of their cuitural histories, and, as was
pointed out it is often more important to 'deal with expressed
needs rather· than real ones at
least at the start.
'
Leftist groups are crying out
for a change in the anachronistic,
almost feudal social system that
is, the Spanish heritage. In this
lopsided arrangement it is noted
that local officials can ignore a
city slum because "nobody" lives
there. This means that they have
hod no dealings with the inhabitants and are able to avoid any
reform programs in this area.
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Crashing
Pubbing

o'C t4-E. l1¥ :~~

.

Policies Are Resented by Latin Am 'tJ,iu~~ .,

New visiting hours at Jonson
Gallery, 1909 Las Lomas Rd. NE,
are in effect, Curator Arthur
John::;on said.
The gallery, located on the
UNM campus, will be open from
noon until 6 p.m. · daily. Previou~ly, visitors were welcome
from 10 a.m.
Currently ·on exhibit through
Feb. 25 are paintingtJ, drawings
and medals by Richard Kurman,
Albuquerque • artist. This show is
his seventh one-man exhibit at
Jonson Gallery since 1948, a record unequalled by any other exhibitor.

Cramming
Clowning

wl!~liTl~ll®lf

.

Numerous
special
interest
groups have come before the
budget advisory committee of the
Associated Students during the
budget evaluation sessions. Requests for money from the Associated Students to buy magazines
and to bring in off-campus speakers have come under close scrutiny by the committee.
The second look at the budget
was made necessary whert fhe
committee found that they had requests for $314,000, although they
have only ,$200,000 to- allocate to
campus organiZittions.
Cut Out Requests
The committee must cut out all
unnecessar,y requests in order to
meet tlieir budget. A new proposal
that: is· going to be made by the
advi~Jor;r committee is that the
budget ·oi' the Host and Hospitality Committee of the Union Program Directorate be increased
substantially
The Host and Hospitality com•
mittee would then be responsible
for purchasing magazines for the
Union reading room and for
bringing in off-campus speakers
to the Union. Groups wishing· to
have a particular magazine placed
in the reading room must go to
the committee for their request.
(Continued on page 8)

•
UNM Performers
Leave for Texas
Three performing acts, two
dancers, a pianist, and guitar and
a bass, will enter the Texas A&M
Intercollegiate Talent show Saturday at College Station.
All three groups have been pop.
ular performers at UNM. Vic
Kamber, newly named program
assistant to Del Faddis in the
UNM Union, will accompany two
, boys and three girls.
Beth Anne Ertz will be one
entry as 'She plays the piano. Ben
Chavez and Ron Cardwell, guitarist and bass, will enter as another
team. Cissy King and Lucy Lindenborn will perform as a d~~;nce
team.

Wednesday, March 2,1966

On Thursday

Shakespeare Aids
Are Available for

English Students
"To be or not to be" depends
on the students at UNM. The first
of a proposed series of Shakespeare recordings will be played
at 4 p.m. Thursday in the theater
of the Student Union.
·Sponsored by the English department, they are intended to
aid Shakespeare classes lacking
the time to play full recordings.
Cooperating sponsor is the Student Union Host and Hospitality
committee. The first recording, a
product of the Shakespeare Recording Society, will be of "Romeo
and Juliet."
A spokesman for the English
department noted that continuation of the student aid recording
sessions will depend on student
attendance.

No. 71

Appeal to Abolish
Womeri's Hours is
Sent to the Dean

An informal proposal for the
abolishing of hours for senior
women has been submitted to
Dean Whiteside by the Associated
Women Students Executive Council, a reliable source reported to
the LOBO last night.
The proposal, if accepted by
Dean Whiteside, would probably
be on a probationary status for
weekends only during the rest of
the semester, said the source. The
sources indicated that if the proposal proved successful it would
be extended to include weekdays
next semester.
(,
PICKING UP STICKS: Members of the Alpha Phi Omega WomShows Interest
en's Auxiliary, UNM service fraternity, dean a divider on Central
According to the source, Dean
Ave. near the University in a move to join other University or,Whiteside has been non-committal
ganization in their efforts to keep the campus and the city of Alin the past but has shown inbuquerque clean and beautiful. The busy coeds are (from bottom
terestd in the informal proposal
to top) Marsha Kirk, Lorraine Schaefer, Cheryl Ostlund and
Sharon Metcalf.
submitted to her.
The formal proposal will be
submitted later this week, said the
source.
City Residents' Council, still
Dean Whiteside had the prostruggling for a larger member- posal submitted to her at the
ship, last night outlined plans for council last Friday. Whiteside,
a book loan program, introduced according to the source, then gave
a proposed iltudy system for city the council permission to formally
students, and approved appoint- submitt to her for formal conmenta to the executive board.
sideration. Dean Whiteside had
By United Press International
The White House issued a statePat Davidson, program com- formerly d<aclined to accept such
wASHINGTON _ One phase ment praising the vote on the
mittee chairman, explained the a proposal, said the source, until of the so called "Great Debate" military aid bill. The statement
book loan program which will a time when both the council and
also took note of Congressional
vary from all the standard pro- herself had ass"ured themselves of on Viet Nam ended yesterday concern about the war, saying
posals for resale of books.
their relative positions on the when the House and Senate over- "the President will continue to .. ,'?'
Books Are Loaned
question.
whelmingly passed President act responsibly as Commander-in
"The program will be set up
Johnson's request for $4.8-billion Chief.''
It Is a New Idea
t o pureh ase more m1'J't
first of all with a list of all the
1 ary eq u'p
1The White House said of the
bdoks that a student has that be
"We neve1' had anything like ment for Viet Nam. House ap- additional money for equipment,
wishes to loan to the program. this submitted before," said the proval came first, by a 392 to 4 "the President welcomes and our
At is now stands any student who source, "so we can't predict vote. All dissenting votes were fighting men and our allies will
corttributes to the fund (book whether Dean Whiteside will ap- cast by Democrats. 'rhe Senate gratefully approve the Congresfund) will be eligible to withdraw prove it or not."
vote was 93 to 2.
sional actions of today.''
a like number of books.''
Last year, said the source, the
Before the Senate wound UJ,l deThe White House evidently inMiss Davidson continued, "'rhis All Womens Council, passed a bate, it took up an amendment terpreted the votes as renewed
does not mean, however, that a resolution to have the proposal offered by Senator Wayne Morse. backing of administration policy.
city student must. contribute drawn up and submitted by the The Oregon Senator suggested re- So did administration supporters
books to borrow the books that Executive Council. It won over- peal of the 1964 resolution which in Congress. Sotne Democrats unhe is interested in. This program whelming support for the women gave the President power to com- happy with Asian policy disis designed to hefp all city stu- residents on campus,
bat Communist aggression in sented, saying they had little
She said the recent court case Southeast Asia. Only Senator choice but to vote for a bill to
dents.''
"The only regulation and rule against AWS had prevented an Ernest G~ue.ning voted . w!th provide equipment for U.S. troops
will be that the oorrower will. be earlier proposal from being sub· Morse agamst the authonzat10n in Viet Nam.
(Continued on '}Ja'g'e7~~dw~,l!JL
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Protest Day .Discus~e~ ·· Gdn~id~telfovors

r'

I~: A~;.2!'"~~!. s~.~ .j~~~t~.~.~. College' Bus Rotes

International ·Protest D~y was
discussed by tpe Student's for a
Democratic Society in th,eir meeting Tuesday, March 1.
SDS said that ~ational Marches
on Viet Nam will be held locally
March 25 and 26. The idea behind
this is that the people will see
their neighbors marching and the
·situation will become more real
to them.
There were many suggestions
for marches. Besides a vigil, a
march through the downtown secM~tion of Albuquerque was suggested. Other ideas were to have
a wide variety of groups parti- ·
cipate, to talk to labor union audiences, to have a song session in
the Union Theatre consisting of
war songs, to have Catholics hold
a requiem Mass for the War dead
in Viet Nam, to have small planes
drop peace pamphlets on our university, to have a program for
those drafted on what they will
face in Viet Nam, and to have a
bake sale advertising peace in
VietNam.
.
New Chairman
SDS elected a new chairman to
replace Philip Nicholson. He is
H. Dietmar Starke and will take
over March 10.
Frank Wilkinson, the Executive
Director-Field Representative of
"" the National Committee to abolish the House Committee on UnAmerican Activities -will speak
March 81 8:00 p.m., in the Union
Theatre.
Wilkinson was convicted by the
Supreme Court for contempt. He
will speak on the terms of facing
and fighting a committee for he
has first-hand information on the ·
subject.
Nicholson said that there is '
great educational importance in
his appearance. "This is a critical
issue we sometimes lose sight of,"
said Nicholson.
The Course Guide Questionaire
has received fairly good response.
When ftie Course Guide is completed, by September 1966, it will
be a description of undergraduate
courses and an evaluation of all
the faculty.
Magazines in Lobby
The stlggestion to place magazines in;the lobby of the Union
has bee ntaken up by the Budget
Committee.' They discussed three
ways to• get complete range of

boi>kstore, .a~d the. lobby of the
Union would have magazines
ranging from the American Mercury (which' is called rightist) to
the Liberation (which is called
leftist).
A list of 28 magazines was presented at the meeting. Members
sai dthat this should be cut down
to nine for the expense would be
too great.
---------

FIRST AND GOLD

DIAL 247-4347

MAKE THE EVENING
MEMORABLE-RENT A TUX!
COAT and TROUSERS 6.50
' -COMPLETE OUTFIT ONLY $10.00
Include"' Shirl, .·Cumm!!rQund, Sus·
p!mders, Handkerchief, Studs, Cull·
links, Tl<r~S!"d Boutonniere.;.::

Resident Council
Pions Book Loon
•
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CLUB &
CAMPUS
FASH'IO.-s

(Continued from page 1)
responsible to take satisfactory
care of the book while it is in his
possession. If a book is torn up
or not i.eturned and no effort is
' . made to rectify the situation that
student will not be eligible for future use. of the program.''
The s~udy system will not be a
tutor system according to the.
committee. Rather any students
who are enrolled in the same class
will be able to get together and
cover tlie subject as completely
as they desire.
The committee expressed hope
that enough students will be intJerested in the program that
study sessions wilJ be available
for nearly all courses (at least
the specific course if' not the exact section) .
Executive Appointed
Rusty Bauman was appointed
by the CRC executive board to
fill a vacancy of an at-large posi·
tion of the council and the general
•·'" assembly concurred with the appointment.
In other action the constitution
and by-laws of the organization
were amended to :fit and be in
agreement with the newly passed
constitution for UNM. .
Harry Linneman was appointed
to head the publicity committee
artd serve with the executive
board is; carrying:oufhis ·ptiblie· • ·
ity_ programs·. .::;",::,.,""" :-..~.:: ~·:,.. : -·
The next meeting':o'.t .tHe.. .CRG.: :,
will be .March ~2. in tlm Pnion
theater.· Approximately 25 city
studentS: plus the executive board
attendee£ the meeting which was
in confltct with the Glenn Yar·
brough Mncert.

THE MOD TUXEDO, for

a start, offers plenty
of surprises. Cut tight and skinny, it featl\res
a 3 or 4-button jacket, high, narrow lapels, very
deep side vents, satin belt loops, cuffs, and a
wide satin belt. The trousers are tapered in''
ext?•emis, and the outfit may be WOI'll '~·ith .black
demi-boots. Accessories.are radical, if not out·
rageous ;.. frills .on the cuffs and front of th!! ·
shil't, plus a uCi'Y wide bow tie.
· · "'' · "" · '"

THE MOO MODE, in nli apparel atteas, is char-

.

~

POVerty ·Prograrri!l! Yq~~rpug~ :ShQWf
Is in Three· Wars · Feature~.' C~111~~Y

. Onl;l of the candidates for city
commission has come out in favor
of 'a discount on bus rates for college students.
Marshall Chambers said in a
recent interview that he sees no
reason why college students
By CHIP TOLBERT
should not get the same discount
rates as high school students "esESQUIRE'S FASHION EIJITOR
I: '
pecially when you consider the
I I
fact that the buses are half empty
their best times.''
'
f LONDON have lleen t·esponsible for nut·tttring
'
Schedules Available at"College
students just can't af- THE MODS 0
Tentative schedules for the ford to pay fifty cents a day to go aome of the most radical and exciting fashion ideas. ,in recent
UNM Summer Session are avail- to and from school. It is cheaper memory. At the outset, howeve1·, let's make it cleat· that virtu.ally
able in Room 208, Administra- for them to buy a car.''
mme of these fashions are presently. being worn on Ameru:an
tion Bldg. This year's session is
Chambers has been attacking . campuses. Yet in fashion as in eve1·ything else •. from ~x.tremes
scheduled June 27-Aug. 19, Dr. the bus company which is owned
d fi d
·
f
by the city, since he first became eme1·ge the means, and there's no doubt that mo 1 e versions o
Harold 0. Reid, director, said.
a candidate for city commission. many of these innovations will catch on and be counted among the
Besides calling for discounts for best college mat·ket sellers in the neal' future, In any case, we
AWS Meeting
~;~~:~s~~d :Oirce~S:n ~~k~~lo~:: thought you'd be interested in bearing about what's harpen~ng
The All Women's Council of to ride the bus free. "When the right now on the London fashion scene, as well as what s bemg
AWS will meet today at 3:30p.m. bus company was owned by a priv- done in Mod fashions in Amel'ica.
in room 255-C of the Union.
ate business, they were allowed ·
to ride free, but now that the city "SEE YOU IN CARNABY" is the in-phrase among London's wayQ.-Since I purchased my home owns the company this privilege
out swinge1·s these days. Almost overnight, Carnaby Street, located
on a GI loan, I have been trans- has been revoked.''
ferred to a job in another city.
"It is the policy of every city in London's fashionable West End, has llecome the center and the
What can I do?
that I am aware of to allow po- source of what the Mods refer to as their "instant fa,shions." It's
licemen· and firemen free rides."
an amusing paradox that Carnaby is located a mere 200 yards f1·om
Savile Row, long recognized as headquarters fo1• London's tnost
distinguished and conservative tailoring establishments. Who
shops Carnaby? Only the Dave Clark Five, The Ro11ing Stones, The
Animals, four young men named John, George, Paul and Ringo,
and a fifth who used to be known m•ound town as Anthony Armstrong-Jones. And what do they, and thousands of their fans and
followers, buy there? Some pretty surprising fashions ...

....

t-

~·

Open: Sun.· Thur. 9:30 • 5:30
Fri. and Sat. 'Til 9

acterized by certain deffuite tt•pn.~~; .'f.~~ wardrobe is form-fitted, and anything .lirriacldng of
standardized fashion!! ·is "automatically out."
The: plumage. 9!1: the ~m,le. bi r~_.. is ~!l,ttlJ!g
brighter and Slls'IPJ)i'al': :tnd'there'&.'llO'doubt:that
it's getting harder all the time to tell the boys
apart from the girls. Prices.are c,omparatively
high:: slacks •=i1ii ~!!i~~l!.~f~ :~··~m :~.~~. ~ ~g; $25.
Lines are fluid, and we f1·equently find strong surface interest in a
rich variety of textured fabrics. ht slacJ<s;the low~l'i'se, h:it>-hul!'ging
model is in. Belts run as wide ns'tniioe'iricnes,.aha many of them
are colol'fully striped. :
· "'" • · " ·;· · • · · · ~.: • : · • ..

MODISM MOVES ON: ~ere are some in~~·~ :'~lists" v~ .•u~;e. f~~~~~nconscious Mod's wardrqbe. A camel suede overshirt with seamed
pockets and shoulders, usually worn with slacks tapei'ed to the knee,
then flared out to bell bottom cuffs. A pair of giant black-and-white
houndstooth check trotiset·s, WOl'll as low
possible. Tickingmatching snap-froutdMket.
. · ~tl'iped: 1o"w~rise jeans worq with
A rugged bhle'denim shirt with a high-rise 'Collar and. cuffs d~_white
broadcloth. A fancy soft leather vest. The Mod Suit whiCh''dm,tbles
as a sports ensemble merely by unbuttoning the suit collar and re·
placing: it with a.dark collar. And mayb,e even a black vinyl, doublebreasted jacket '"ith slanting side pockets and patch breast pocket.

a

as

SHIRTING THE MOD

FIJN· PBIP"
Go KJlfiJ\SJlKI
· The· first sports cyclEr in the luxury class. Two
-and four cycle models from 85cc to 650cc.

4909. Lomas
Blvd. NE
'
.
265·4592·· .
-
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If you can't say it ... sing it.

usually invotves wild
prints and even wilder color ide!IS. Take, for
example, the black daisy shirt, a lightweight
cotton print that also comes in red, pm:ple-the
whole spectrum, in fact-on a white back·
ground. The revet•se-print tie is sold along with
the shirt; collat•s are high• rise, and both cuffs
and collars are white. Way out? On my 1·ecent
tt•ip to London, I was assured that it's on~ of
the current best-sellers!. And it's now being sold
in a few shops across 4.met•ica.

MOD-ORIENTED SWEATERS are

among the fit•st fashions to be
adopted in this countt·y. Bulky·knit mohairs are popula:r. Vivid
sh'ipes on the sleeves are sometimes repeated on the extl•a high
turtlenecks. ,The scarf sweater incol'porates school colors in an
attached panel that wraps al'Otllld the neck and hangs down in front
:md back. In any case, the Mod idea is cntclHng on 'fast. Retailers
ft•otn Minneapolis to Manhattan
clani01;ing for Mod fnsbions.
Peacoats, white. bell bot~otns, the wide)." t)~e .of sued!! and cordut:oy:
all these recent innovations can be pal'tially attributed to London's
Mods. Who can say what will come next? The Widm• paisley and
polka dot ties are ah·eady fashion staples! Dt·nrriatic changes lie
ahencl,
;
· · ... ·

m·e
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, By ANNE LEHNHAUSEN ,
. The ~~y~rtY, Prygram's m9st
Important ann Js to recognize the ·
enemies orj the poor,~ said a, con~
sultant .qr ~h.e. Office pf .Ecol\olll..ic
Oppq;rtJ!rli tt il'! a s){eech tq ~he .
Newman Forum Monday.
·' ·
Dr. Irving Lazar, also Exe~q
tive Director of .the Neumeyer,.
Fo~ndatio!l. in Be1oj':l'l~ .· Hijl~t.
Cahf., sa1d concern wtth poV" ·
erty stems from reality. The
abi~iW to recognize the people's
needs ca~ help solve' the problem.
·:·· · · Three Wars Fought : ·
:Lazar said th.at there a.~~ .three
wars ,on poverty: .]'ir!!t, t:here. is
the .effort ~o ;I>rovid.e !l~rvi~es to
the poor, Past efforts involved increased bureaucracy. ·These efforts
have been tHe worst, for orga;nizations .lpst contact with. the poor..
Lazar said that this does not
mean that these services are not
good but that they need to make
their services fore available.
Second, the Poverty Program
seeks to establish jobs for the
poor. Two ' and. one.half million
jobs must .be !llade" Lal!lar :laid
that is not easy for production of
goods is becoming obsolete.
'rhird, 'tne' program explores
the posibilities of organizing the
poor. Lazar: said that if the poor
are going to participate in society they must know the American system so that they will not
be victims of it.
Shortage of Talent
Currently the major effort of
the Neumeyer Foundation is a
demonstration community project
in the Lqs Angeles County area.
Lazar said that in an area of
three and one-half square miles
with a population of 40,000 many
problems are being studied. The
micro()Q!;im i$ composed of 30 per
cent Negro, 40 per cent Mexican·
American, with the remainder a
variety of groups.
The main concerns of the Poverty Program are the shortage of
talented people for full-time employment, and the increasing spe-

cialization.
Learning About Poverty
Lazar said that many middle
class .individuals volunteer their

Pub Boord Holts
Humor Magazine
AUSTIN, Texas (CPS)- The·
Texas Student Publications Board
of Directors voted to halt publica•
tion of . the Texas Ranger, the
University of Texas humor magazine, until the. staff could design
a new cover for the February edi·
tion.
'
The planned cover was a mockup label of a patient medicine
with a picture of President
Johnson, wearing a string wig
and "a face as long as a hound
dog's," according to Ranger Edition Byron Black.
The label on the cover was
"Mother Baines Snake Oil Elixir."
After the decision to stop production of the cover, the picture
was distributed nationally by the
United Press International newswire. But on the Texas campus,
the board ruled that the student
paper, the Daily Texan, could
not .use a picture of the controversial cover with a news story
about the decision.

.

'

Kiva Club
The Kiva Club will meet tonight inthe Union to discuss plans
for coming Southwest Indian Conference and the Nizhuni Dances.
Also students are neded to tutor
high school students in the Ca·
noncito area. Interested jlersons
are asked to contact Louis RogE~rs at 4087.

Miss Spring
Applications with a $1 entry
fee fo rthe Miss Spring Contest
must be submitted by March 8 in
the activities center. All. organi•
zations are urged to enter, and
girls are welcome to run inde·
pendently,

free time. One approach that has
been most successful has been
that of the family agent. He goes
into the ·poorer homes to tutor
help with 'the budget, 11nd d~
many other useful chor~Js,
"The people 'wh~ voluntee'r all
have ~ desire to do good " Lazar
said: 'Not· only are the ~ell-to-do
coming Into close contact with the
less well-to-do; he said, but they
are learing what poverty really
!llean~{ :fliey :Sre: chiu~~il:t~ ~~e\r
perceptiOns and feeding their new
ideas ·to· 'people in 'their higher
class. ·
··• ·
··•

By TISH GRANGER
Glenn Yarbrough. with the
Stanyan Street . Quartet . and
comedian Biff Rose gav~ two J?llrformances last night in the Union
Ballroom.
·
The Stanyan Street Quartet
started the program·· with two in.strumentals. The foursome consists of a bas.s player, pianist',
electric guitar player and a
drummer.
·
.· ·
· ·
. Biff 'Rose, 'YOUng comedian and
protege of. Glenn' Yarbrough, did
a snort skit of h'uniorbus . poetry
spice!J ':With .co)Uinent.s . qn, La;s
Cruces, New :M.e~j~o, ~nd. pis col-

...........
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..

'

lege iife at Loyola University of
New Orleans .. RasP. then intra•
uuced Glenn :Yarbrough. : . . ·
Yarbrough. introd~c~d 'one of
his songs as his personal philosophy-"even .tb(lugh RCT thought
it was an absolute disaster.'' He
t.hen, sang 1•:An Acre of y?~ ,to. a
:Fqot of. Groun9Y' "I guess they
.di$cover!Jd that I di!in't fft ·the
ima,ge tM well,". Yarb~ough' said.
. He then: sang· one ,of. his "bjg
1noney-n'uiking"' song/; -:-."Things
'go better with Coal Cola, things
go better with Coke."
· ·
' The audience sang and whistled
along with ''When the Honey
Wind Blows." Glenn· Yarbrough
then ·departed from 'the program
to sing one of'>his favorites;..:."I've
Been to Town." The audience received "Baby the Rain Must Fall"
with "rounas of ipj>lause..
. "This is one .song I have to sing
.;,every.. ni.gh,t-.,.bllJ!&Use it's ·.not
_dq,ng ~oo. welJ, on, the. market,"

Yarbrough said, He then sang
"Baby .lt's Goin' to Pe .Fine,"
· These qual p.erfilrtnances were
sponsored on campus by the UNM
Deseret· Club.
Q.-Dqes ·a ''General Discharge
under Honorabl~ tJonditiotts', have
any bearing oil' the eligibility 'for
veterans 1iimefits1 its related to ail
"Honorable Discha'rge? ,; ' ' · ·
·
' I .
·
l
A.-Either. ,a' ".General; Discharge under Ho.n'orable ·Gonditions... .qr' an 'IHonorablfil. ,Discharge" are a.cc~ptab}e for Veterans Adminisb;ation benefit~"

Ia PLANTE GALLERY •
- Unusua,l Things From

MEXICO
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Every SCience,
, .'Engineering
and Math.student
should know
about CSSTP before
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Sign up now at your
placement office to get the story on CSSTPfrom the IBM interviewer
March 7-8
CSSTP means Computer Systems
Science Training Program.
It's an extraordinary IBM
program that enables you to use
your technical knowledge and
problem-solving skills in new,
exciting ways. Ways that may
never occur to you unless you
talk to the IBM interviewer.
He'll show you how CSSTP leads
to exceptional career
opportunities with IBM Data
Processing.
He'll tell you about the
vital role of IBM's Marketing
Representative. How he goes
into major businesses to help
solve their urgent management
and control probleiTis. He'll
spell out the challenges which
face IBM's Systems Engineer.

How he studies customer needs
and computer requirements,
and develops systems solutions
to their problems.
In short, he'll describe all
the unusual assignments in IBM's
more than 200 offices from
coast to coast. All are places
where you can grow with IBM, .
leader in America's fastestgrowing major industry:
information handling and control.
So don't miss your IBM interview.
Visit your placement office and
sign up now. If for any reason Y~ou
can't make it on campus, feel
free to visit your nearest IBM
branch office. Or write:
Manager of College Relations,
IBM Corporate Headquarters,
Armonk, N.Y. 10504.

·

Whatever your plans, before
you hit upon a career, see if
IBM doesn't make a hit with you.
Whatever your area of study,
ask us how you might use your
particular talents at IBM.
Job opportunities at IBM lie
in eight major career fields:
(1) Marketing, (2) Systems
Engineering, (3) Programing,
(4) Research and Development,
(5) Engineering, (6) Manufacturing,
(7) Finance and Administration,
(8) Field Engineering. IBM is
an Equal Opportunity Employer.

IBM
DA.TA PROCESSING DIVISION
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An· Unpolitical Choice

•l
I
J

THERE IS A RUMOR going around that Governor Jack
CampbeU may be considering taking the post of UNM President upon President Popejoy's retirement in 1968.
The rumor has been floating around for months and was
published Monday in an article in the "Albuquerque Tribune" by a Santa Fe political writer. The validity o:f the rumor, itself, is in~queStion'since we are under the impression
that Governor Camp}JeiHs considering a Congressional position instead, but w~· beii~ve it touches on an impol'tant matter.
II .
According to the rumor, Campbell would 1·eceive the
nod as President in return;:M:r;.his support of Gene Lusk,
- candidate for the Democratic nomination for governor. Lusk,
if elected, will have the opportunity to select two regents for
the UNM Board next year with the expiration of the terms
of two present regents. If re-elected, Lusk would have the
chance to select another regent when another term expires
at the end of 1968, the year of Popejoy's retirement.
IT WOULDN'T be too hard for a governor to indicate
his preference to his regent nominees of a future UNM President. The question arises, however, whether or not the appointed Regents would feel hound to the. choice once approved. Essentially, they are free from political pressures
whil~in~ offi~e sin~. they ~!1 only pe remov!'lsl_.by impeachm~. Id-eally;
:we
hope tn~segenfswill
not lie:~iiiund by any,.,
'.""
_,-..-,.<'\
..... .....,
......._."'
political committme:hts when they.<!',On.sider.;replacements fo:r;
Mr. Popejoy.
c·
WE BELIEVE the office too important to become a
matter of politics. The choice
must ....-be made
on
merit only.
.
"''""
.
This is a situation which stuaents Wbuld;be "well advised to
keepinformedo~.
. .
~~ .,·,..:·:?
Governor Campbell has many qualifications for the position of president of UNM. In addition to the fact that he
was an honor graduate, himself, he has proven his excellence
in the field of administration during his terms as governor.
Above this, Governor Campbell has an uncanny ability to
work with the state legislature which is an ability UNM
could well put to use. We feel, therefore, that Governor
Campbell would make an excellent choice to succeed President Popejoy but the regents who would choose him must
be free and politically unbound.
-JimJansson.
~-
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f'J NEVER SAW SO DANG MANY MUSIC CRITICS IN

ALL MY LIFE!"

.

.

~etters

MOTHER PRESIDENT
Dear Editor:
Soon it will be November 1968
and time to decide on your next
President of the U.S.A. I, Mrs.
Yetta Bronstein, ut·ge you to vote
for me and help put a Mother
into the White House, I promise
to run this great countt•y with a
strong arm, the same way I run
my home.
Also, there will be no stealing,
chl)ating or a1·guing· among my
government officials in Washington. If politicians want to insult
each other and carry on the way
they do today, let them join the
Army, Navy or Marines!
Now, students, I would like to
take you by the hand and explain
some fact!! of life that aren't in
your books. Think with me and
together we will learn the right
answers. li'irst, who is the only
person in your life you trust?
Answer: your Mother. Second,
who really handles the money in
your family and makes all the important decision.s? Answer: your
Mother. Finally, if the Good
Fairy gave you one gt·eat wish to
come trust, who would benefit
from such a dream? Answer:
your Mother.
Think of all the things your
Mother did for you: the feeding,
changing, wa!lhing, ironing, tell·
ing bedtime stories, lying for you,
crying for you . . . everything to
make y(lu big and strong, Now
you can pay her back by putting
me in office, I will represent all
your Mothers and act in their he·
ha1f for you.
No greater pleasure could
await a parent than to be President of America. What more can
I tell you ? So vote -for me in
1968, that's all. And remen1ber:
once you are inside the voting
booth do not pull the wrong lever
and spoil your vote for Mrs. Yetta Bronstein. Don't forget to take
along a pencil because I am an
indepentlent write-in candidate.
T~anking you in advance :for
youtnrotej J ·am g-rateful.
"
.Mrs. Yetta Bronstein
Politically yours,
R320, 507 Fifth Ave.,
N.Y.C •• N.Y.

Lettcn are welc~rne, a11d
should be no 1omJ:er ·tllan 2~0
words, tlr.PeWl"itten, double
apaced,
N~:~me.
telephone
number and ·addreS& must be
included •.although name wiU
i)o withheld liPon re<juest.

the Student Senate, acting on behalf of the "bloc-ed" power ,of the
Student Council and certain other
large pressure groups. And this
afternoon saw the drastic loss of
power and prestige of minority
groups; those groups that everyone who believes in our system
agrees to trr to protect and provide a "voice" for.
What do I mean? The Student
Senate, minus about 10 of its
members (of which I was one),
adopted a new constitution which
provides for the Senate to have
25 members at Ia1·ge. This means,
nrst of all, that at a time when
small groups (unchartered organizations) would need as much pull
as they .could muster (with the
approach of the allotments for the
Budget) they will not have any
Senators to represent their
claims to funds, because the "old"
and supposedly "out-moded'' Senate does not have its 90-odd members representing these organizations.
This means that members of
these small groups, when the new
.system is initiated, will have to
nnd at 1east one of these "25 Senaton; at large" and persuade him
to be "gung-ho" enough about
this club to propose an appropriation of funds for it; and this is
what each group is going to have
to do, except for the largest
groups, such as the Ski Club,
which have enough members to
'be able to effectively form a
"pressure group" in order to get
their demands.
Secondly, when the trouble with
the Budget is all long-past, what
about the representation of these
smaller groups? As with securing
a man to back a Budget, each
club is g.oing to have to find, each
time it desires new legislati(ln, a
new Senator to back these same
proposals. Here, too, the push
from some of these deeidedly
larger "pressure groups" is going
to have full-rein.
And, .,. . la!!t m.:.ment fr(Jm l'l
member · about to be mothballed
out ot the present Studen Senate;
sure, the new constitution relatively well strellmlines the execu-

ive portion of the government and
gives it a needed booat in }loWel',
but all this is at the total expense
of the Student Senate. Eve:ry student who was .on this .campus last
year remembers real }Veil what a
vast popul11rity contest the last
Student· Council •elections were:
the ·election of "executives at
large," as it wer.e. Well, especially to all those in the Senate who
voted for the new constitution,
try to figure what sort of a contest it will be when 25 students or
more try to r.Un fo1· li~ection out
of our 12,000 member student
body.
·
It might be an interesting
highlight to see who was more
popular, "Tom, Dick, or Harry,"
bunt when the larger groups of
but when the larger groups of
Voice, the Ski Club, etc., win the
day, and the slate, as. one did in
the Student Council elections,
what will the smaller organizations be able to say then?
____3-..e...:.ffrey Rogers
GOOD WRITING
Editor, The Lobo:
The story in the Lobo on Monday, Feb. 21, undl)r headline
"UNM Students Join Dusty Road. runner" by Leo Sanchez, de$erves
to be commended as an unusually
good piece of writing. · ·
Composed with taste and' a literate command of the English
language, the story has a sureness of touch which holds the
reader's interest to the end. Its
author shows sensitivity and balanced judgment that is all too
often lacking in local journalism.
Although Mr. Sanchez covers
the contributions made by UNM
students, including fraternities
and sor.orities and the Air Force
ROTC, he glves equal attention to
the off-campus community committee in Albuquerque which
started the beautification drivll
and carries the main responsibility for it. Like .a good r~porter,
Mr. 'Sanchez informed himself
thoroughly, then shared the "big
picture" with his readers. Likl! a
good citizen, he views the community not simply as a source of
"news" but as a · place· where
human life and human dignity
can be ·cultivated. I hope we have
more opportunities to read the
wnrk of this U11Usually talented
and civic•mi11ded man: •
Sincerely,
Charles E. Woodhouse
Dept. of Sociology

.

MR. PRESIDENT
.'
"•• J.•
Editor's note: The following
letter ,.,.as •lit to PresideDt
Popejoy.:
·
TOM PUCKETT
Dear Mr. President:
01\
Students for a Democratic Society, taking note of the recent
offprint ·sen{ to· all members of
the faculty, questions the use of
"WAR."
tramples the lives and rights of
offieial University funds and faThe dogs of war strained at its subjects as thoughlessly as
cilities for the production and dis- their leashes, eager to charge with any .dictatorship has done, "right"
persal ·of infonnation that pre- blood-stained teeth upon the land or "left?"
sents mainly one side of a of Viet Nam, where hidden in
Place no guilt for this or any
controversial issue.
jungle glades lurks the enemy of
war
upon: our leaders; lay the
The release was distributed our democracy-but is it a democunder the letterhead of the Office racy of "civili:!ed human beings" blame whence it arose, on the
of the President and contained a or of beasts led around on chains people, the masses, you and me
paper opposed to the use of civil of emotions by unscrupulous and everyone. Leaders do not fight
the wars; they oldy stllrt them;
disobedience and otln!t- items demogogues?
it
is the common man turned solsuch as the significance of burnOur generals and the juntll in
diers
who pulls the triggers of
ing a draft card. This last item Saigon-allies all-pleaded to
millions
of rifles, works the gears
i:> particularly disturbing because escalate while the world urged us
of
thonsands
of tanks, presses the
it contained a veiled threat spell- on or stood disinterestedly by, adbuttons
releasing
the bombs from
ing out the ruin facing a person vising "Make the world safe for
eountless
planes.
It's
WI! who are
your friends."
who practices dissent.
the
criminals;
it's
we
are
Although it is not specifiea11y
Senators .fumed; leaders prom• the victims, and it's the who
soldiers
mentioned, the draft card item ised. We citizens d!!manded
in the field on both sides who can
cannot help but criticize oppo- "Warl"-a ,.,.ar to protect our stop
the war .by laying down their
nents of present policies in Viet democracy, our "way of life," weapons.
Nam. By distributing such infor• "Motherh!)Od," "applie .pie," and
. Or maybe they cannot. Perhaps
mation, an official nonpolitical the beaches of California. The
everyone
has to kill everyone else,
agency of the State is taking a fuse sputtered and fizzed between
and
than
whoevel' {if anyone) is
position on a political issue that poiltical meetings until It burst
left
can
lay
down his weapon.
is by no means clear.
into 1Jame, and the light of Mars "Remember, private,
the enemy
We question the right of the dimmed the land. The dogs of .ain't human.''
Office o:f the President to circulate war were unchained and balefully
Is this the only way tp peace
such material. If University funds they leapt upon the prize t()C) long
among
nations? If so, then the
are used for this purpose, then it denied, tipping and tearing, to de•
delushms
of a real peace arising
should be made clear that a simi- atroy the "enemy of Democracy."
lar service with a similar budget What matter if our armies .also :from voluntary coopl!ration and
for printing and distribution of destroyed and trampled up!)n a brotherhood and poJitical equality
material should be available to in• few .. milli<Jn •.mystanders .. (who, i1f men should be discarded for the
dividual faculty members and stu- afte rail, might become infected ,mure practical concept of' one na·
dent organizations.
with that horrible disease being tion dominating another. Let's not
Mr. President, if the Students stamped out)? What do we eare.l' clothe ourselves with nice wo~ds
for a Democratic Society wishes
"Into the Valley o:l' Death" rode and trite phrasc>J; let's all tell
to reprint and circulate some o:l' the six hundred thousand.....,but it the world that it's the survi~al of
its material, will funds be avail- was not to their death that they the fittest-and Wfl ltnend to be
able through your office for this rode, it was the death of peace, the fitt~st. Let's rejec he sh~tbby
purpose?
,
of hal'lnony, of brotherhood, of trappings of humanity and de•
· caring :for those le$s well off than ceney; let'~ be thll beast we really
Students for a
us-it was the death of Whllt they are.
Democratic Society
But if we would try to dominate
call "humanity!' What :tnellns the
'Sacred Majority'
progress of men-tbeir :sciences, the beast withi nus, remember,
it is we, the "universal citizen,''
To the Editor:
their art!!, their philosophies This afternoon (Thursday, Fllb. when we so readily takie up arms who make the final decision-to
24) saw the triumph of the re· to defend not these, not even our kill c(lr not to kill. THAT is the
vered term, the "Sacred Major- homeland, but only a eorr11pt, in- choice WE make.
ity:'' This afterttobn saw the adop· efficient, cruel militar)' oligarchy
Which one will we take 1
tion of the "new constitution" by · (formerly an autocracy) which
Which one?

From the Left
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NEWS ROUNDUP
(Continued fl·om page l}
Notes On VietNam
CAPITOL HILL -·Administration officials say there may be as
many as 20,000 Chinese Commu.
nists in North Viet Nam and
· Lao:;;. Most of the Chinese are
rail an<! ~·oad construction work.
ers and most are in North Viet
Nam. The report said that some
belong· to military .security detachments and anti-ai~craft gun.
Cr!JWS,

-o-

President Johnson says Viet.
namese Communists must know
by now that they cannot win a
total victory and that the only
answer for them is a negotiated
settlement. The President made
the remarks at the sweating-in
ceremony for the new Peace
Corps Director, Jack H. Vaughn.
-()--

From Saigon, U.S. Marines
drove some 400 Viet Cong from
fortified positions near the North
Vietnamese border. The leathernecks killed at least 150 V.C, with
the aid of war planes and artillery fire.
Northeast of Saigon, U.S.
,Navy and Air Force pilots ran
into intense anti-aircraft fire during a strike again&t Viet Cong
supply lines. The encounter bore
out reports o:l' a Communist
buildup in anti-aircraft weapons
in South-VietNam.
-()-

Defense Secretary McNamara
said the Marine Corps has reactivated its famed Fifth Division
as part of the armed forces buildup. The Fifth Division took Iwo
Jima during World War II and
raised the flag on Mount Suri·
bachi.
-o-

And lastly, thirty Republican
members of the House charged
the Selective Service System yesterday with "grosa inefficiency"
and called for an investigation.
Draft Director Lewis Hershey
denied the charges.
-o-

Uncle C:fJm 's
(jab/Jin'
By THOMAS ORMSBY
Some of you (a very few} ex· was recently named to a teaching
pressed a liking for the bit in this post on the Journalism staff at
column a few weeks ago about the UNM. After reading several issenior psychology major who was sues of that newspaper under his
not very well-versed in domesticity guidance, we are most happy to
so she was forced by family and heat· about his PROMOTION.
friends to audit a home economics
* * *
course.
Well, Dr. Hubet· is still won-ied
The ~·eason for this eoersion about whethet• the MIRAGE will ·
was becaose she thought that a meet its deadline 01· not. It looks
pancake was a critical 1·cview of unlikely, as the deadline was Feb.
bad pastry. She thought that · 1. But its not as bad as it seems.
cherries jubilee was a festival in We just lack a few pictures here
the nation1s capital. She thought and there, and· that reminds me,
that toll house cookies were girls will the entire senior class please
that operated turnpike collection come ovel• to the MIRAGE office
booths. She thought that ham between 1:90 and 1:10 today for
was something that thrived in retakes. Thank you.
. Rodey (and there, she was most
* * *
The second in the series of films
correct). She thought that baked
Alaska was the result of a world- being sponsored by the Thundet·wide heatwave, and she thought bh·d (UNM's illiterary magazine)
that a cherry Coke was one that featured an interesting color short
had never been (CENSORED). entitled "The Dream of the Wild
Horses.'' It was an experimental
* * *
film,
and depicted in slow motion
She told me that this week's
the
beauty,
grace and impressive.
lesson was to be given by Home
ness
of
horses
in motioii'. The
Ec Director, Mariap Again. She
movie
will
be
shown
to all Union
was going to tell the girls about
Snack
Bar
employee's
in the hopes
the time she went on the sauce.
that they will all learn the value
* * *
There's still time to get your of really good, top quality meat
letters in to Ann Slander, the new for their purposes.
column which will premiere later
* * *
We look forward to the converthis week. We have, surprisingly
enough, received many profound sion of the Associated Student's
and thoughtful letters already, Bookstore to a 'non-profit operaand those, along with others that tion. Assistant Bookies, Rose
reach the LOBO office in the next Ovtrash and Hy S. Prices, anfew days, will be treated with nounced that they are pleased'
answers to console the poor in with th eproposed conversion, and
spirit, the lovelorn, the sexually that only one person will sufferfrustrated (you know . . • the Dr, Hibben.
faculty.)
* * *
PLEASE
DON'T FORGET
* * *
Theology class is very interest· THO.SE LETTERS TO ANN
ing, but it is responsible for ex~ SLANDER-ANN SLANDER,
ploding long standing beliefs that LOBO, UNM, etc. Drop the letwe have held as the truth for ters in campus mail or in the
years. For example, the instructor LOBO box upstairs, Union.
infonned us that there were act..
ually three persons in the Garden
•
Ia PLANTE GALlERY · ,
of Eden. Yep, its true. There was
Fun Things from
Adam • . . Eve . • • and the forbidden fruit.

Russia Hits Venus
MOSCOW-A Soviet spaceship
has landed on Venus, It was the
first man•made object to be
landed on another planet. The
moon is not defined as a planet.
The SoViet News Agency Tass
says the Venus-3 spacecraft was
• * *
launched in November, a day
All the ruckus over the re·
after Venus-2 was launched. Tass classification of Cassius Clay for
sai dthat Venus-2 whizzed pass military service has been highly
the p)an~t Sunday.
· publicized by news services•.KnowU.S. space experts praised the ing the champ's extreme egotism,
shot and predicted a Russian at- we wonder when he will persontempt to land a spaceship on Mars ally change his Selective Service
next yea!'. There is some specula- elassUication from 1-A to A-1.
tion that the Soviets may not
• • •
have made adequate preparation
• Tony Hillennan, fonner editor
in deeontaminating Venus-3.
ot the Santa Fe New Mexican,
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Schroeder-Wilson Pharmacy
3100 Centro! Avfl. E. ot Richm!lnd

C. WOODROW WILSON (Owner)

MENS & LADIES TOILETRIES
a

Week <lays a.m. to 9.p.m.
Sundays 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. & 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Open most Holiday•
Free Delivery

255-5581

'{;:{FORMALS
1::r SEMI-FORMALS
1).r COCKTAIL DRESSES
Albuquerque's largest
and Moll Complete GQwn Shop

MEXICO

3009 Centro! NE
NEXT DOOR TO THE lOBO THEAlER

•••

-·COLLEGE of-BOWLING=-

KNOWLEDGE
by Dick Ericson
A professor of
classical Greek
Kept searching for
objects unique•
They caused bim to snicker
Except Colt Malt LiquorSo be sat down and
drank llis critique!

A prehistoric dance? NO! It's what
you'll achieve with this groovy new
way to bank! Now, you can keep
track of your records and sove the
cost of those obnoxious service
charges with Thrifticheck . . . exclusive at the American Bonk of
Commerce. Just deduct 10 cents a
check; you'll know what your balance is at all times, and you'll
definitely save money (unless you
write too many checks each month).
If you need to watch your pennies,
you'll find Thrifticheck is your best
(and least expensive) watchdog.

®

PUSHAWAY: A maneuver etlt(Jloyt•d by the &rutJotll lmwler.
A pl!!mattt clwre tt('cessitatl?d by tire Jll'oximity of adoring

EXCLUSIVE AT

fruu.

PUSHAWAY: A smooth 11tlshaway insures a smooth ~e]ivery.
From a proper stance, the ball moves out and the r1ght foot
moves lorward at approximately tlte sante time. The length
of the first step jg tletcrmined by the lengtlt ef the pushaway.
If a bowler is taking a rather large, evenawkward~first s,tep,
he corrects this by cutting back on the energy lte puts mto
· his pt~shaway-snu;otlt!ng out ~tis entire delivt;r>:· The pushaway starts the bo~1er mto mohon. Therefore, ttls extremely
important.

~~*

A completely

unique experience!
® SPECIALPROIJ0t:1'S OIVISION
THE NATIONAL BREWING CO., BALT., MD.

~*
*~

~
'

.

AMERICAN BANK Of COMMERCE
THIRD AND CENlRAl NW I Phone 247·1021

'
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LISTEN TO KNMD

By MIKE JETT
the Job Corps at Camp Parks in - entirely different,'' the opinion society. 1984 - here we come!
The Iowa Sup~:eme Court ~:eally Pleasanton, Calif. He and· his said.
Appeal Planned
went off the deep end in denying wife, Marylyn, live in a threeThe ,court even went. so far as
Painter and his wife have asked
Harold W, Painter,cmstody,.of his, bedroom .home rinr nearby. ·Walnut to state that· Painter is "a politi· the Iowa Civil Liberties Union to
seven-year-old son, Mark, in ordelj Creek..
' · ·; l ' ' · : !
• ' ·
c&l liberal," as if that were some help prepare an appeal to the
1
United States Supl,'eme Court.
to insurF1 the- bqy .a '.'conventionall
Suit Filed l ' '
'
sort of crime,
1
Here's
hoping our highest court
middle-class,· :M!d'dle }v,es~ b~ck~
l He askeii the' Barmfsters to take
It ful;ther pointed out that "his
gl:ourid.1' ' ! : ; ' ' ' ' : · 1 · • • ' ' · I care of 1\lar!C tempoia~·iJy after main ambition is to be a free- is still our best.
Nevel,'theless, Painter pointed
The unahirilous · d~cision overi his first 'Wife was ·kil!ed in 1962. lance· writer and photographer"
ruled a' !'oWer' court' ileci~fon thai He reiliai-ried two years later and and that he had changed jobs set- one happy aspect of the case, He
had awarded Pjlinter custody o~ sought the boy's return. The Ban- era! times in the 10 years since said, "Only in Iowa could some-.
thing like this hap:tJen.''
hi!!' 'SDn\ • • ' · . · l t • • • · • • • , , • · · ' nisters 'refused and the 'custody his graduation from college • 1 i 1 i :! • : B~tl<e,tQ9'. • t r; :. ·; . •. , : suit :.Wall fill!d., · _ , , . , , ... · .-.; .
aiwther atrocious crime, no doubt.
TJl!J l~qu_rt 'r~~~ t}le ;c_hil'd· w_otdd ' · i The' court, iii its· opinion, grant·' Calle!l. i>l,'epostei:ous
: I'
b~ pf!tter. pff ;With p1s maternal , l!d, among other. things,. ·that the
· Painter ~urns it up nicely, "This
SOUTHWEST:
gra!ldparents,. J!ir, , al!d . Ml,'s. · child would .have "more :freedom ·is preposterous," he said. "The
ELECTRIC
SHAVER SERVICE .
QWJ.g4t ~flamnst~r. o!I ·· theu,., 80- · of thought, with an opportunity whole thing is a conflict between
acre !arm near Ames, Iowa.
to develop his individual ta·Jents" modes of· Jiving.. T.h!l. cou~t feels
ELECTRIC SHAVER ANI\.
•. ~" Pam~~r, ~.~o~ the court called in the Painter home .."TJ!i!!.Wotl,ld the Iowa 1mide is preferable to
LIGHTER REPAIR
'tJlOllemi€\Ji, ·Is;a pbotographer for be more excjtiJig and challepg· mine."
200 THIRD NW
247-8219
I.'ng,·" the cour.t ·ad·ae'Q: •~ · "'··•"·•'
Evid.entiY.' the . court feels the
Stable Backg..ound
Iow.a mode. is also ·preferable to
However, it rufed the Hannis- challenge, free thought, developter home is prefemble .because it ment of the individual, liberal
"provides Mark with a stable, de- politics 'and free-lance writers and
pendable, middle-class, Middle- photographers.
West background and • .. a solid
Why the clean-shaven, steadilyfoundation and secure atmo· employed Painter is referred to as
sphere.''
.
·
·
Th. !! . I arges.t engme~:rmg
.~onPainter,, the opinion. said,. "is "Bohemian" is anyone's guess.
ference yet. at ..ll'~ll!f..;va.s, attt!nd- either an agpostic or an .A.tlieist.''
What Crime?
ed !JY 1,01l0 VI~Ito~s .l(ln1 saw : The court admitted that ''there is
What is Harold Painter's
specml a 'Yards given t~ 15 P'r<j¥: ~ 'no suggestion in ·the .record that crime?
students. m thre.e deJ?artm~nts .. , , Mr. Paipter is morally unfit," but
What the jurists must have conElectriCal engmeermg took the added that it is obvious the Ban- sidered an ultra-conservative deoverall ~onors at the meet Award~ nisters did not '!!pprove of their cision smacks sorely of the worst
were given to Walton Anderson, , daughter's marriage to Harold kind of state absolutism. The
STUDENT
SHOWS"
·~
Albuquer~ue, and Donald Roth- Painter and did not want their Iowa Supreme Court has taken
w~ll, I..wm, Pa., fi~t _Place_ for a grandchild raised under his guid- it on itself to regulate the social,
PRICE
2:20 4:00
mJcro-wave t;ans~uss2Iond display. ance.
political and religious aspects of
$1.00
5:40 7:20
Engmeermg n
Philosophies Different
the people's Jives.
9:05
Second
place
engineering
award
__
':'T!h~e:__p~h~i~lo~s~o~p~h~ie::s~o~f~.
211~-f~e~a~re:__~W~h~e~n~th~i~s~i~s~d~o~n~e~,
~t~h!e~s~ta~.te~~is~_J~~~!l!!!l!~~~~~~!l!!!l!~~!!'!!!!!l!~~~~~!!!~~~!!!!!!!~
was given to James Barnett,
Northport, N. Y., and Richard
Byhre, Portland, Ore., for a mechanical analogue display.
Thi..d place award went to Dan
Maase, Albuquerque, and Richard Summersgill, Kane, Pa., for
a display on amateur television
systems.
Chemical Engineering
Chemical enginee..ing awards
were given to Richard Hobson,
Anthony and Tom McAdams, AI·
buquerque, fi..st place for a dis·
play on stirring tanks and demonstrations on mathematical equations in chemistry.
Second place award in chemis• ·try went to Jerome F1ewe11, Carmichael, Calif., and Harold Hunt,
Albuque..que, for a free de-salination equipment display.
Thi..d place awaro in chemistry
was given to Roy Blankley, An•
thony, and Peter Howell, Albuquesque, for a display on nylon
production.
Mechanical EngineeJ,"ing
Mechanical engineering awaros
were given to Solomon Chavez
and Fred Mortenson, both Albuquerque, for a naccelel,"ation meter
display, first place.
Second place in mechanlcal en·
gineering was awaroed for a
shock tube developed by Mike
Be..ger. of Springer. The third
place award was given to the
mechanical engineering department for a textbook display.
No awa..ds Wel,'e given for civil
engineering displays because
there was no judging in that department.

UNM has played a vital ..ole in
the Peace Corps which celebrated
its fifth anniversary, March 1.
Since the inception of the program for service a:broad, UNM
has trained 1,533 volunteel,'s, more
thap anY. other trail)ing center except the University of California
at Lo:;· Angeles and the University of <Jlawaii. · '
Latin Ame..ican Wol,'k
All of the UNM-trained volun~
teers hiwe taken assignments in
Latin Amel,'ica. Cur..ently neady
90 t ..ainees are preparing at the
UNM training center for work in
Colombia and Ecuador.
In addition to those two countries Peace Co..ps men and women

t
I

Faculty Women
Offer Scholarship

"and then I said;
No machine can do myjob better!''

The UNM Faculty Women's
Club is olfe..ing two scholarships
to junior OJ,' senior women. Ap·
plications for the $175.50 awards
are due befo..e Ma..ch 15 with Jack
Sheehan, director of student
aids, Building Y-1.
Chail,'ffian of the schola..ship
committee is Mrs. George Arms.
wo..king with her are Mrs. Edwin
Hoyt and M..s. Walter Kelle ...

Associated Women
The executive council of Asso- ·
ciated Women Students will meet
Frjday afternoon, March 4, with
Dean Helen Whiteside to discuss
the possibility of eliminating
hours for senior women. Other
items of business include setting
a date for the King of Hearts
Dance and a report on the progt'ess of Senior Day.

.
L

•

·.4 '

·~·-"·-.

Alpha Tau Omega
All initiated members of Alpha
Tau Omega f ..aternity please call
Victor Moulton at 266-2673 or
Dana Wright at 256-2648 ..egard·
ill&'. the organization of a chapter

at UNJI.

.•

Funny ... how fast some jobs can
disappear. Totally. And permanently! That's progress. It brings
problems. But it also brings opportunities. New jobs, new careers for
those with the training to qualify ·

You won't get tomorrow's
jobs with yesterday's skills
Tomorrow's jobs will be different.
They'll require different skills. And

you can get those skills by re-traming. So don't wait for your present
job to be replaced. Get the fact<; on
re-training now. Visit the local
office of your State Employment
Service

Train now for tomorrow's jobs

(i,.
. .

,J)

Puhliohed •• 1 public oervice
in <-ration "ith Tho Advettitina Council

:J ; · ·;
j I'

whose initiation into the Corps
came at UNM, have worked in
Bolivia, Peru, Chile, El Salvador,
Brazil, Honduras and Venezuela.
Their work has involved rural
and urban community development, credit union dev~Jiopment,
educational radio and television,
health and nursing care, and
physical education.
One of Eadiest
The groups now engaged in the
training program at the University are scheduled for English
teaching, educational radio and
television pJ:'Qjects, and physical
education in Colombia, and urban
community development tasks in
Ecuador.

Fidel Foes Fear

UNM.- ~ngineers
Win 15 Awards

J

Valuable Articles . · Quncan to Read
1
d' : ' : ' 'd '; Robert Duncar, ,no.ted poet ?f

Peace

''

f

j:
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Airlift Infiltration

..........

By BETSY COHN
CoUegiate Press Service
(Second in a series of foul,')
Durinjr the week of January 1
(the seventh anniversary of
Castro's victory) 500 delegates
to an "anti-imperialist" parley of
a gJ,"oup called the Aricontinental
Conference on Af..ican, Asian and
Latin American Revolutionary
Solidarity met and harangued the
United States, with Cast..o pounding the )teynote. ,
At the same time as Castro was
denouncing the U.S., thousands of
Cubans were waiting to be airlifted to an "imperialist" haven
in the United States.
To many Cuban exiles in Miami, Castrp's airlift means
trouble. To Jose Gonzalez, an
ex-senato.. in Cuba, the airlift
is "another means Df infiltrating Communists into .the United
States. These people have been
penetrating the country fo..
years; they are mostly active in
universities,
and
min11rity
groups, such as civil .. ights
movements in which they work
to gather sympathizers. They
work also to weaken the free
enterprise system and to eventually destroy the productive
wealth of our nation," Gpnzalez
said.
To Raol Menocal, an ex-mayor
of Havana, "the airlift can only
mean something bad. Any unde...
standing with Cast..o is bad . . •
we are going to have trouble," he
said. "The Communists are infil·
t ..ating ou.. universities, causing
students to sympathize with Communist methods and raising antagonism against their government."
Menocal cited an example of a
lectu..e he had recently attended
at the Unive ..sity of Miami at
which a political science professor spoke on "The Reasons Why
Castro Was Not a Communist."
In discussing tite J,"ecent airlift, Alfred Gonzalez, an exfightu in the Bay of Pigs, said,
"Fidel did not calculate the dimensions: he thpught only a
few people would want to go
out," (since the airlift began
in December, 3,351 Cubans have
entered Miami; it is predicted
that during 1966, 40,000 to
60,000 will be flown f ..om Vara•
dero tOo Miami. As the airlift
continues, so do the clandestine
sluall boat escapes. Eighty·live
Cubans, mostly draft-age males,
escaped tile island in 11 small
boats during December.)
"Now Castro is trying to put a
stop to these airlifts as they have
demoralized the count..y. He did
it as a show for the free world
as well as for the Cubans who
we..e beginning to become apathetic about thei.. fates in Cuba,"
Gonzalez said.
Gonzalez, who has traveled to
various American univ~rsities, ex·
phiincd how he believed Communists get into the various revolu·
tionar:v groups causing dissention
by ·taking legitimate gripes and
creating conflict among group
members themaelves. ·
"They are able to create the
most dissatisfaction among. civil
rights groups since many Latin
Americans are ot• Negro or Indian
blood.'' Gonzalez was quick to
point out the importance of
Americans, especially college stu-

dents, being well-informed about
Cuba, Castro, and Communism.
At the present time ..efugees
claim there are close to one million Cubans still trying to come
to the United States; on'ce tliey
get here they will probably join
with the other exiled Cubans in
planning for their return, Exile
groups distribute p..opaganda,
b..oadcast over "The Voice of
Cuba," and write letters to those
still left behind encouraging them,
inciting them to rebel and asking
them to come to America.
At the present time, the
Cuban ..efugees are strongly in
favor of President Johnspn's
policy in Viet Nam and see it
as "the only solution." Cubans
pl,'esently also support President
Johnson strongly.
One Cuban political science student summed up a popular refu.
gees outlook, "Americans must
pa:r a pt•ice .fur being world lead·
ers; they mu11t be able to back one
faction coinpletely, · they must
have a leader who is a statesmah
as well, one who can make a decision and stick to it. So far the
only sj;atesman the United States
has produced is President Johnson.n
,

The university was one of the
early training centers set up in
conjunctiDn with the Peace Corps.
The first group of volunteers completed training in 1962 and' went
to Colombia.
First Two-Yen Pact
. UNM also was the first univer·
sity to sign a year-round contract
for a continuous training program, and earlier this year became the first to enter into a twoyear pact with the Peace Corps.
While prospective volunteers
are in training at UNM, they are
immersed in the study of Spanish and carry a packed daily pi,'Ogram of area studies, dealing
with the culture of the host country, American studies, world
events, physical conditioning and
classes designed to increase their
pl,'oficiency in the area of -their
jo bassignments.
Each contingent usually is in
training for a period of 12 to 13
weeks.

3009 Central NE
NEXT DOOR TO THE LOBO THEATER

;the San FrapCillCO. schoql,. will
r~ad.selections from ~is works begmnmg at 8:15 p.m. m the UNM
Recital Hall of the Fine Arts Center on ;Mar!!h 3.

r-===;;i;;;=;;;;.;,.....;=.:ou=-..--.
.,
. •:
SIMON~S TEXACO SERVICE ·
'too Central t., Albuquerquil. New Mexlc<>l
Phone 242·0096

'

Your Tex11co Star Dealer

NEEDING NOMINAL FINANCIAL HELP TO COMPLETE THEIR EDUCATION
THIS ACADEMIC YEAR - AND THEN COMMENCE WORK - COSIGNERS
REQUIRED. SEND TRANSCRIPT AND FULL DETAILS OF YOUR PLANS AND
REQUIREMENTS TO
STEVENS BROS. FOUNDATION, INC.
610-612
Bldg., St. Paul 1, Minn.

U_NDERGRADS, CLIP AND SAVE_

PARI§?

• , . who'd -want to spend
next summer working there?

YOU CAN! Through the 1966 SUMMER EM·
PLOYMENT GUIDE-which lists 50,000 . summer
openings in the U. S. and 37 foreign counrrles. The
GUIDE offers openings of all kinds . • . at resorts,
hotels, dude ranches, marinas, camps, beaches, ere. as
well as positions in most .major industries and th"
government. These jobs are the cream; they offer
ttiP pay, travel, fun, or career training.
The 1966 SUMMER EMPLOYMENT GUIDE, the
nation's largest selling, most cpmplete guide to sum·
mer employment, is crammed with .additional useful
.
information on items such as visa regulations, open.
ings in Federal 'agencies, tips on preparation of
'
resumes, et~•. 1
'l'he best iobs go fast. Order JOtlr opji of the SUMMER . .
EMPLOYMENT GUIDE, and Pick Yo11r Job, NOW!

All junio.. women who have a
cumulative grade point of 3.0 or
better and who did not receive
an invitation tD a Mortar Board
tea Sunday are invited to attend.
The tea will be Sunday, March 6
from 2:30 to 4:30 at the Delta
Gamma House, 1700 Mesa Vista,
N.E.

MEXICO

;-

· Ma~y · pieces of· unclaimed
jewelry, including several pairs of
exotic eal'rings left after the
Panhellenic style show, are among
the large amount of, unclaiined
goods in the UNM lost and found
department..
. .
Julia McPeak, director o:( the
booth, says the booth is open
from 11:30 until 4:30 p.m. Mon,
day through Friday,· an!) from
9:30 till noon on Saturday. The
phone .number is 277.4906.

Mortar Board Tea
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NATIONAL EMPLOYMENT SERVICES INSTITUTE
Em~loyment Division
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1750 Pennsylvania Ave., N.w.. Washln&ton, D.
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$2.95 copies
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thi"s time ... when you buy
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PURIST® by
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THE GENTLEMAN'S S:EiiRT
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you may win ~.n Omaha

TRAILMASTER·.
BY YAMAHA.

When you can't
afford to be dull,
sharpen your wits
with NoDozTM

Simply print your name and
address on the back of th'e hang•
tag (or reasonable facsimile)
found on every Purist® buttondown by. Sero. Mail the com·
pleted hang tag to Yamaha, P.O.
Box 1447, New Haven, Conn.
The 25 winners of a Yamaha
Omaha Trailmaster will be
selected on June 21, 1966.

0

NODOZ Keep Alert Tablets fight off
the hazy, lazy feelings of mental
alugglshness. NoDoz helps restore
your natural manta! vltalitv••• helps
quicken physical reactions. You be·
coma more naturallv alert to people
1nd condition• around you. Yet
NoDozls as safe as coffee. Anytime
, , •when you can't afford to be dull,
aharpen your wits with NoDoz.

This offer not valid wherever It
is prohibited by federal, state
or I ocal laws.

SAfE AS COFFEE

..

,,
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Lobos .Open Ball ~season
By PAUL
COUEY
grounder. atWe'll
with With
Dick
L11b11
Sports
Edit11r
Bladiz;m
that go
position.
Coach . Bob Leigh, in his · first , ' will probebly be out for about
season as head coach of the UNM i th:t;ee to four Weeks.
baseball team) :is 'looking forward :· . ' ''In center field we'll go· with
to this weelhmd's openillg en-!; Mark Johnson. Joe Duffy or Dave
counter with '.l.'exas• Tech · with · ; Phase will be in left field, and Ron
optimism.
: , ·.
. ; Bunt or Duffy will be in right
The '.rte'ch series opens a 44- ' , field, depending on the pitcher
game slate for the Lobos. The ' 1 they start either left or rightWolfpack' will play a double-·· ·ltander."
header on; Friday and then finish
Asked to analyze the hitting,
the series1 with 'a single game on · ' Leigh said, "Right now Johnson,
Saturday. L;~st season New Mex.. ' Ness, Childress, and Shetler are
ico made a clean sweep against · · Pitting the ball as well as anythe Red Raiders winning 13-5
one."
5-4, 11-4.
.· ·
'
"our pitching," he continued,
The 1966 schedule includes ~'is the key to the whole season.
three home-and-home series with We've got to get help from our
Western Athletic Conference foes s11ph pitchers, You just don't win
Arizona and Arizona State Uni- without pitching,"
·
versity with league play starting
Leigh commented on the team's
April 1 in Tem:pe against ASU, hopes by saying, "The enthusiasm
the defending NCAA champion. among the. ballplayers is very
The first home WAC game will be high, We've been getting ·a lot of
April 22 When. the Wildcats of hustle out of them."
Arizona come to Albuquerque.
Bunt and Pappan finished the
Several teams have been added 1965 season tied for the RBI lead
to the 1966 slate including South with 23, while Johnson accounted
Dakota State and Colorado State for 21. Bunt also led in doubles
College. New Mexico "i:tighfaiiils with nine, and tripll'ls with seven,
University at Las Vegas, E;~stern .... Three of the top four pitchers
New Mexico and the Univer~jty ,will not return. Jim Kalk, the only
of Albuquerque are also on the left-bander on the pitching roster,
schedule.
•
·
. is tbt top vet with a 4-4 record
Asked where most of the stiff- ·an lia 5.96 ERA. Leigh expects
est competition would come from
help, though, from the newcomers,
Leigh said, "It's got to come fron: Salee, McAwley and Posen.
Ron Bunt
UNM 1966 Baseball Scherule
Arizona and Arizona State. Of
course they're in our WAC diMar. 4-Texas Tech (2) at Lubbock.
vision.
Mar. 5-Texas Tech at Lubbock
"A r1zona
·
.
Mar. 12-N.M.
11-N.M. State
State at
IS real tough. And
Mar.
(2),Las
LasCruc05
Cruces
although Arizona State was hurt
Mar. to-colo. State, here
•
Mar. 19-U of Denver. berc
by graduation
and signings, I saw
Mar.
21-colo, State u., here
them1 play last weekend and
Mill'. 22-co1o. State Coli., here
1\!ar. 26-U
23-coJo.
State Col!.,
here
they re real tough again."
Mar.
of Denver
(2), here
Leigh more or less then named
Mar. 29-U..of Albuquerone, Tingley Fld.
•.
Apr. l-*Ar1z. State, nt Temne
h1s startmg line-ups for the
Apr. 2-*Ariz. State (2), at Tempe
games with Texas Tech
fPr. 7-Texas Western (2)' !~ere
"P' h'
. ,
·
Pr. 8-Texas Western, here
ItC mg WISe, 1 he said, "we'll
Apr. 9-So. Dakota Stat<> (2), here
g o with Bob McAwley and BI'Il
Apr. 15-N.l\!. State, here
.
Apr, 16-N,M. State (2), here
Posen on F.r1day. On Saturday
Apr. 19-U of Albuquerque, here
Apr, 23-•u
22-•u of
of Ariz
Ariz, (21
hereher~:
we '11 s t ar t newcomer R a 1P h S a 1ee.
Apr.
"Both of our catchers will see
Apr. 25-N.!I. Hi"blan.fu, here
Plenty of action although I don't
AApr. 22~~Aas!<'rn N.M., at Portalos
'
Pl". v-- ru~Qila. Stat(", here
know right now
which one I'll
Apr.
3G-•Arizona State (2), here
start. Dave Shetler and Jim Pap~=~ t-"~iP~n~~-~.h.:'i'iruc:,on
pan are both very competent reMay 7-•u or Arizona (2 l. at Tucson
ceivers
May 13-Texas Western, here
11
•
May 14-Texas Western (2); here
At first base, if they start a
May 2G-N.M. Hjrrblnn<ls, at Las v agas
left-bander, we'll go with senior
M~wzt-N.M. Hu::.hlands (2}. L... Vagas
D.ICk N ess. If th ey start a rightestern Atblebe Conference.
hander, we'll go with McLaughlin.
"Second base will be manned by
Scott Childress.
,
"Shortstop will go to LaPrarie.
"At third base our regular man,
Greg With, suffered a broken hand
while he was diving for a
A synchronized stick dance performed by ten engineering students from India won top honors
at the fourth annual International
Festi\ral Sunday.
Known as "Dandia Raas," the
dance is traditionally performed
Mark Johnson
The first in a series of colloquia as part of the harvest season.
that will continue through May, Nearly 800 persons heartily apsponsored by the math depart- plauded the fast moving dance acmentis scheduled March 3, 7, and centuated with brillian lighting
8 on the campus.
and accompaniment by other InProfessor . Milton Wing from dian students.
the University of Colorado will
Other winners were the Ecuspeak March 3 on "A New Me- adorian students, second; El Salthud for Computing Eigenvalues vador, third, and The Minority
of Schroedinger-like Equations." Group, representing the U.S.A.,
Hi~ lecture will be in Mitchell honorable mention.
Hall 102 and will begin at 3:30
B11oth honors were won by the
p.m.
.
students from Iran with the
Professor Ralph Phillips of Arabian nations, second; Israel,
Stanford University will lecture third, and India, hon11rable menMarch 7 on "What is a Semi- tion.
Group-?" in M.H. 101 and March
303 ASH NE
8 on "Scattering Theory for the
Wave Equation" in M.H. 102. Both
DIAL 243-2881
colloquia begin at 3:30p.m.
Coffee and doughnuts will be
served at 3 p.m. all three days in
room 225 of Matton Hall
DEDICATED to service to the
University student .body, administrators, olur.nni, faculty
and staff.

Indian Engineers Win
Top Festival Honors

.

'

Wednesday, March 2, 1966

Budget _Requests Westminster Choir

Face Strff Cuts
.

·

(Continued from page 1).
The same procedure will be· followed in order to bring off"campus
speakers, "We have found that
there has been a lot of duplication when groups want the same
magazine or the same speaker,''
said Ward Koeberle, chairman of
the advisory committee. "We hope
that by combining the money and
the job under one committee we
can save time, effort and money,''
he said.
Reviews Budget
The budget advisory members;
chairman Ward Koeberle, Rebecca Stiphen, Art Beach and
Oystein Lilleskare have been
workinp: since Dec. 6, formulating their criteria for evaluation
and then since Feb. 15 have had
evaluation sessions. Meeting twi::e
a week for three hours the comm!ttee has reviewed each of tho
27 proposed organization budgets.
The committee will complete
their investigations within th ..
next two weeks and submit their
proposed total budget to student
senate with their recommendations and specific proposals.

EW

Will Perform Here

The world-renowned Westminster Choir, composed of studenta
· at • We:~tmin!14l:r Choir College,
J'rmeeton, N 1J:.,, will perform at
UNM Sunda)[,; March 5,
The. performance will be at
8:15 J:j.m. in JQqtison Gymnasium.
Admission will 'be by season tic·
kets or UNM;4«;~ivity cards.
The choir; I ,directed by Dr.
George Lynpl J~as toured nation:'IIY .and intetlj~tionally, and durmg 1ts 196-.l-6~ , season, presented
concerts in ~3 countries abroad.
Its United .~tates performances
include programs at New York
City's Lincoln •. Center, and appearances with various major
orchestral!, ilu:Iuding The Berlin
Philh!lrmonic.

''
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Pi Sigma Alpha, the national
political science honor society,
ADVERTISiNG RATES:
wm hold an ·initiation of new 4CLASSIFIED
line ad., 65c-4 tim.,, $2.00. Insertions
members at a meeting on Wed- mUBt be submittEd by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Sttident Publica•
nesday, March 9, 1966. Time and tions
Building, Phone 277·4002 or 277·4102,
place of the meeting will be anFOR sALE
nounced, Application forms are GOOD used furniture made by Drexel; 1
bedroom
suite,
1 _dining room suite, one
available in the Government ofsmall cabinet. Call R. D, Norman: offiee,
fice, Room 2118 of Mesa Vista
2/23·8/10
277·8205 or hOme, 256·6577.
Hall.
:PERSONALS
at the e011t of sharing
Applicants must have com· :FLYING-Flying
expenoes (about $5.00 Pl!t" hour), LEARN
pleted at least 11 hours in governthe buies ot flight theory and application.
Call Wade Helm, 247·1125.
ment courses, have a 2.75 grade
SERVICES
average on all hours attempted,
and have a 8.00 grade average in
TYPEWRITER sales 1: repair. Speelal
rate. to UNM otudents on all madllnes.
government courses. Initiation fee
Free Piekup 4 delivery, E 1: E Tn>eis $10,00. Applications should be
writer
Sen'lee. 2217 Coal SE, phon!!' 248·
0588.
returned to the Department of
and creative alt<!ratlon1
Government by 1:00 p.m. Friday, :PERSONALIZED
and reatylln#. Sewing 1111d mendiJia'. 111'11,
March 4, 1966.
Hover, 207 Stanford SE (cloee to Univor-

PHONE 243-5124

EARN YOUR MASTER'S DEGREE
OR PhD WHILE YOU WORK

alb') • phone 242·7518.

willing to talk about. Witnesses contlict on whether
animal was publicly executed on front lawn or shot
"for kicks" at pledge party in basement.

are going to Viet Nam. Defense thought it was all merely a prank.
Secretary McNamara made the "No one considered any repercusannouncement yesterday, saying sions,'' Chase said.
Chase said that he doubted that
the added forces will boost the
total U.S. commitment in South the active chapter on campus will
VietNam to 235,000 men. McNa- bear any of the brunt. "The inmara told a news conference that dividuals responsible for the killthe United States could expand ing will have to answer for their
its forces in Viet Nam to more actions," he said.
Other administration ot\\eials
than 350,000 men without mobilizing any 'rellerve,.. Du.,ing the and fre,ternity ot\\ceT.II Td:u....U.
session with newsmen, McNa- comment un the incident to the
mara appeared to b<!eumo: erno• LOBO l2st night. Fraternity
tiona! on occasion, an uncommon members would only say that "it
Senate would be affected by any reaction. He pounded a 'table and wasn't done by Sigma Chi's," but ~
action taken by the court, they said that the United States witnesses indicate the killers
should be made part of the suit. should be proud of honoring its were fraternity pledges.
The defen11e also made the de- commitments and proud of the
Maybe Shot in Basement
mand that the plaintiff exhaust strength of its armed forces.
Campus Security Director Jack
all administrative methods of
-aCairns was unable to be reached
handling the situation. Defense
Humphrey Confers with Foreign
for comment. The UNM Police
stated that as a recognized part
Relations Committee
are presently conducting an inof jurisprudence, all avenues of
CAPITOL HILL-Vice Presi- vestigation of the affairs.
administrative correction must be dent Humphrey met privately
Some reports say that the aniexhausted before any legal action with Senators yesterday for three mal was shot in the basement of
can be taken.
hours. Afterwards, Sen. Clifford the fraternity house. In the preSuit Expanded
Case (R-N.J.) said he asked liminary plans it seems that the
Court approved both of the fol- Humphrey whether the reason mule was bought since it'was conlowing motions. They ruled that for the U.S. stand in Viet Nam demned anyway. Apparently the
the Credentials Committee of Stu- was containment of China. Case animal was sick. Originally the
dent Senate and also the charter· said that the Vice President ans- pranksters were going to in some
ing committee of Student Council we1•ed "yes."
wa obtain drugs for a veterinarbe made part of the suit. Since
Humphrey described the ques- ian in order to put the mule to
both Senate and Council are in· tion and answer session with the sleep. Plans were somewhat revolved with the procedures of ap- Senators as "fair, responsible, vised however, the animal was
proving
rept·esentatives
and and direct.'' Most of the members so1ot 'with a .22 rifle. The mule
granting
representation they of the Senate Foreign Relations was scheduled to die in a slaugh~ .,
should enter the suit.
(' ommittee were there, including ter house on Sunday.
However after examination of chairman J. William Fulbright.
'l'hElre was some conjecture
Miss Adrian the court learned The committee chairman said about the killing of the animal
that she had made no formal that he found Humphrey's brief- being connected . with a Hell's
statements to the administrative ing on his recent Asian tour Angels party which was held at
bodies involved in the suit. They "very satisfying."
the house the same night. The
therefore' ruled that they could
Humphrey confirmed American killing was reported to have octal'e no action until she had peti- determination in. Viet Nam in a curred before the party started.
tioned the" committees which selec· spe~ch last night be"ore an Amer·
Cleaned Up. Mess
ted and approved representatives. ican Legion legislative dinner.
Gat•y Noss, Sigma Chi advisor,
Court then recessed the hearing The Vice President commented told the Albuquerque Tribune
until Miss Adril\n eould comply again on Sen. Robert Kennedy's that the boys cleaned up the mess
with petitioning procedures.
(Continued on page 5)
(Continued on page 3)

By BOB STOREY
representation. She as an individLOBO Court Reporter
ual was questioning the provision
The date of the special election that states Senate representatives
for the ratification of the new must be elected by their organconstitution was decided last night izations.
by Student Court. March 9 has
Jurisdiction Ruled
been designated as election day,
The court dismissed the defenpolls will be open from 8 a.m. dants proposal for dismissal and
to 6 p.m. in three sites; Hokona ruled that they did indeed have
Hall, the Union and the engineer- jurisdiction.
ing complex.
The defendants them moved that
The students of UNM are being the Student Senate be brought in
asked to approve the new con- as a party to the suit under the
stitution (Senate bill 27), which demand of practical consideration.
was recently passed after wide- They contend that since Student
spread debate and am~nding. The
new bill will radically change stu•
dent government.
Stipulation Made
Students wishing to volunteer
Court made the stipulation that
there be at least three poll officials as election officials in the special
present or the polls must be closed constitutional elections must pick
until the minimum number is up their applications tllday at the
reached. Provisions were made Activities Center in the Union
for 2500 ballots and the election and return them by t11morrow,
committee was instructed to super- Student Court reported yesterday.
vise the election.
Also coming before the court
Las Campanas
was the contested suit of UNM
Applications for Las Campanas,
student Penny Adrian against the jun~or women's honorary, are now
Women's Residence Halls Coun- available in room 151 of the Adcil. The suit is based on tl,le plain- ministration Bldg. Any sophomore
tiffs contention that the Senate woman who has 41 hours and a
representation of WRHC was not GPA of 2.8 is eligible to apply.
equally distributed.
The deadline for application is
ThEl plaintiff claims injuries March 14.
were suffered in the loss of representation to Santa Anna residence
hall.
llave No Authority
At last nights preliminary hearing, counsel for WRHC, John
Ramming, made a motion that the
ByBILLWAID
~iyo decision showed "poor plansuit be thrown out because student
.
nihg
and poor management by
Campus Planning Committee
court did not have jurisdiction.
t;h.at
co1nmittee."
Ramming stated that since the has now approved the proposed
.
Responsibility for Debts
contested action of appointing FM radio antenna site atop the
representatives was actually only Union, Councilman Jim 1\olcAdams
ASUNM Treasurer Dan Denthe compliance of the Student informed Student Council last nison proposed that the· agree·
Constitution there was no cause night. The committee last sum• ment between Council and the
for complaint because the. law mer· refused. to permit the erec- Union concerning ASUNM's res·
was f111lowed. Since WRIIC is tion of the antenna atop the ponsibility for debts incurred by
Union.
recogni~d by Student Couneil 1111
student organizations be revised.
a single campus organization they
The proposed FM radion sta- Currently student government is
are allowed to appoint their dele- tion was expected to start brllad- obligated to absorb outstanding
gates as stated in the ~onstitution. casting last fall but the Planning debts of student organizations.
He contended that dtspute could committee's action forced Radio
Dennison said he would like
onJy be raised . whenever the law B11ard to postpone broadcasting. Council to revise the agreement,
ASUNM President Jim Branch placing more responsibility on orwas not fullfilled.
Mias Adrian answered that she · charged last night that the :Plan- ganizations to pay their own
waa not questioning the action ning committee "has caused debts,
but wlill askjng for an interpreta- month!! of delay." He continued
UNM student political parties
tion
of
whether
there
was
equal
to
say
that
last
summer's
hega•
t~erenially
leave unpaid debts.
''...
. '

Volunteers

AT
MOTOROLA

IN (~@[L@OOf?OO[L PHOENIX
Motor~!'- offers the st_udent aHhe BS or MS level an op.
:,.~nitJ to •«!once hrs career and education concurrently.

....., and achlt!Ve • Master's or PhD Degree in an environ·
ment of constant challenge; and tremendous growth,
THE ENGINEERING TRAINING PROGRAM

Open .to BS o,r MS, graduates in Electrical Engineering, .
Chl!mrcal E'!grneenng or Physics with a B average or better.
Whrl~ pursurng !'n M~ or PhD degree at Arizona state Uni·
v~rsity each trarnee rs placed in a rotational program cov·
enng four engineering activities at Motorola.

Union Is OK'd as FM Antenna Site

TH£ MARKETING TRAINING PROGRAM

THE LOW COST wilt
pleasant surprise.

Open to BS graduates in Electrical Engineering or Physics
wrth a B·average or better. Marketing trainees may work
toward an MBA or an MS or PhD degree. Rotational assign.
ments are In the marketing area.

Direct Plllcf!ment at alltJetree lwels for •••
• Electri~al Engineers • Organic & Physical Chemists
• Physrcrsts • Chemical Engineers • Matallurglsts
In Re-.:h and De1leloPIIIflltf, Ou.l/tj Control
Matlcetlfla, and Production.
'

be a

YOU CAN EAT at the COLLEGE INN for $60 a month.

.

..

I11 YOu !'re l.lllavalhible for en Interview lit this
me wnte directly to: Director of Colleee Relations
5M0o0t 5orEora t'"Mc., Semiconductor Products Division:
•• . cDoweU, Phoenix, Arizona 85008.

til\ ltf070ROLA .INCw
'0 S•ntlcon.~uct- Procluct•

Dl"l•lon

have apparently clammed-up on the public execution of a
mule on the front of the fraternity lawn Saturday night.
Reports vary from rumor and conjecture to no comment.
The mule was supposedly bought for 15 dollars by non-members of Sigma Chi - this
seems to mean Sig pledges.
One witness said that she
couldn't say anything about,,..
the incident, "because it
would be bad for the whole
Greek system."
.8y United Press International
William Chase, associate
WASHINGTON-Twenty thousand additional American troops dean of men said that he

Special ~lection Is Set
l=or March 9 by Court

2142 CENTRAL SE AT YALE

OI'{GANIZATIONS - plan your
parties and meetings with us.
Complete facilities for ban~
quets, donees, lectures, conferences and group meetings.

7Bss•

Viet Nom to Get
More U.S. Troops

THE DEATH HOUSE where a mule was killed last
Saturday night, apparently as a prank by Sigma
Chi pledges, stands mute in a mystery no one seems

NEEI> TOOTHPASTE? NEED HAIRSPRAY?
CALL US AND WE WILL DELIVER FREE
Open Until Midnight - Fre& Delivery

Political Honorary
Initiates Members

j

UNM administrators and officials of Sigma Chi fraternity

\j

Math Dept. Starts
Series of Colloquia

No.

For Killing of Animal

DRUGS

,,

Tht~rsday, March 3, 1966

MAn .,.

Sigma Chi ay ot
In Prankish Mule Slaying Incident:.

. :

NEXT DOOR TO THE LOBO THEATER

i

1
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And when the smoke cleared,
did everyone·cheer?

Pledges Are B:larried

LISTEN TO KNMD

.

EXICO LOBO:J-·~~~,n

-

.

Dennison proposed that parties
by required to make a financial
deposit with student govern~e!lt
before Council accept responsibility for their debts. The deposit
would serve as a bond to assure
that the debts be paid.
$6,200 for Bus
In other business Council allocated $6,200 fot• the purchase of
a "student government bus." The
bus will be at the disposal of
Council and is intended to serve
groups representing UNM at a
conference or other academic
events.
The Committee on the Univer·
llity is working to establish a "free
university" program. at UNM,
Jack Weber reported. The pro·
gram will co~sist of classes cove~-

ing material not available in the
University curriculum. Seminar§ ...
involving a maximum of 15 stu-·'
dents wil !meet three hout·s weekly
for four weeks. No grades and no
credits will be given for the
classes. Subjects for the classes
will be determined principally by
what volunteering instructors feel
they are interested in teaching
and by what students request, in
so far as the two coincide.
Weber reported that President
Popejoy has given his support to
the program "to the extent that
he has guaranteed available classroom space for the seminars and
has endorsed the development of
the free university. The first program is tentatively scheduled to
begin April 18.
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